
GOVERNMENT OF ANDHRA PRADESH 
NATIONAL HEALTH MISSION, ANDHRA PRADESH 

DETAILS OF DISPOSAL ON OBJECTIONS ON FINAL MERIT LIST 

EPIDEMIOLOGIST - ASST. PROGRAMME OFFICER (NTEP) 

Sl No Regd. No Name of the candidate Details of grievance  Action on grievance 

1 SPMU33956752 MORA.MAHESWARI 

Respected sir/madam 
In pertaining to the post of epidemiologist,NTEP the MBBS degree along with TB experience is 
mentioned at the topplace to be considered (order of preference). Later all the other degrees like 
masters in public health followed byhospitaladministration ,phd in epidemiology are mentioned. 
But in the given final merit list 
all other degrees 
marks like masters in public health followed by hospitaladministration&phd in epidemiology are 
taken into 
consideration equally along with MBBS . 
kindly mentioning that MBBS marks percentage 
cannot be compared 
to any other degrees like 
(masters in publichealth, hospital administration ,phd in epidemiology etc ) as the percentage is 
very difficult to be obtained inMBBS 
compared to other degrees.. 
Requesting to kindly consider the grievance 

Certificates for proof of 2 years experience 
with one year NTEP is not enclosed. Hence 
not considered. 

2 SPMU88983177 JESUDAS NADUPURI 

Dear Sir/Madam 
Last year i have applied for the same position with lesser experience and i was in second place but 
this year i have more experience of 
1.7 years experience in TBfor JEET NTEP program in TB Alert India NGO 
and 8 months experience in Child health program at INCLEN TRUST INTERNATIONAL and 4 years as 
volunteer andteam lead at HHWS NGO as Volunteer and team lead but still rejected. 
Still showing as Do not have required experience. PFA experience documents for your reference. 

Individual enclosed having experience of 1.7 
years ant not enclosed certificates of 2 years. 
Hence not considered. 

3 SPMU43156023 venkatasivasaiprasad 

Respected Sir / Madam 
I am Avssaiprasad i applied for epidemiologist/Assistant programme officer in NTEP and I have all 
requiredQualification and experience. I don't know how can Two(2) members added in final merit list 
they are not inprovisional merit list i am attaching the both list of your official web site. Please do 
nessary action for this .Iamtakingto your concern. 

Provisional merit list and Non eligible  merit 
list were prepared as per the details of 
uploaded by candidates online and called for 
the objections if any. Candidate submit the 
experience certificate / marks memo 
/qualification certificate which they could not 
submit along with application. They are 
considered and based on the eligibility, they 
are included in merit list. 


